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Abstract
The religious identity of Turkey’s Alevis, with the origins of their traditions, and in particular their
relation to Islam, are the focus of a debate current in Turkey as well as in those western European
countries with strong Turkish migrant populations. This debate began in the late 1980s, with the
public coming-out of the Alevi community, when the Alevis set out on a manifest campaign to be
recognized as a distinct cultural and/or religious tradition. Against the backdrop of this debate, this
article discusses the impact of Turkish politics of doxa on the possibilities of Alevi representation
in Turkey. It gives particular attention to the implication of secularism and nationalism in the
knowledge regime that subscribes heterodoxy to the Alevis – an ascription that secures their
principal integratability in the Turkish nation, while at the same time preparing the ground for
otherizing them from the Sunni majority perspective.
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In Turkey as well as in those western European countries with strong Turkish migrant

populations, the religious identity of Turkey’s Alevis, the origins of their traditions, and

in particular their relation to Islam have taken center stage in a debate that was launched

in the late 1980s, in the context of the public coming-out of the Alevi community, when

the Alevis embarked on a campaign to be recognized publicly as a distinct cultural and/or

religious tradition (Massicard, 2005; Sökefeld, 2008; Dressler, 2008). Against the back-

drop of this fervently contested debate, this article will discuss the impact of Turkish

politics of doxa on the possibilities of Alevi representation in Turkey.1
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The Alevis of Turkey

The socio-religious groups that are today known as ‘Alevis’ are carriers of religious tra-

ditions that partially overlap with the Islamic tradition, but also with other local and

regional religious traditions that were carried by the peoples of Anatolia and their neigh-

boring geographies (in particular the Balkans, Mesopotamia, and Iran). While in the lit-

erature often treated as a syncretism of Islamic and pre-Islamic Turkish and Kurdish/

Persian traditions with traces of Anatolian heritage, I would caution against the assump-

tion of clearly defined and bounded traditions as presented both by major religious tradi-

tions themselves, and reinforced by modernist and historicist discourses on religion. I

rather suggest understanding Alevism within a framework of overlapping and porous

religious traditions.

From the foundation of the Turkish Republic onwards, secularist and nationalist pol-

itics of homogenization severely impacted on ‘Alevi’ groups, who had so far been known

by the pejorative term Kızılbaş [Redhead], which connotes religious deviance, loose

morals and political subversion. While the name Alevi had already been used at least

since the 1880s by some of the ‘Kızılbaş’ groups, it was not the ‘Alevis’ themselves, but

the hegemonic discourse of Turkish nationalism that was the main agent in the codifica-

tion of Alevi-ness in the context of Turkish nation-building in the 1920s and 1930s. This

authoritarian discourse espoused a secularism that defined religion from above in line

with the supposed needs of a centralizing state. In the Turkish Republic Alevi self-

representation thus remained severely restricted. The political implications of Alevi dif-

ference were tamed by conceptualizing Alevi culture in terms of folklore (Tambar,

2014). At the same time it was asserted that the Alevis were principally Muslim, even

if their Islam was understood to be ‘heterodox’. From the Kemalist perspective, the

domestication of Alevism achieved in this way made possible the Alevis’ integration

into a nation that was conceived of as explicitly Turkish and implicitly Sunni-Muslim.

This politics of assimilation has until today been the major rationale for Turkish govern-

ments and state institutions in their response to the Alevi quest for recognition (Dressler,

2013: xi–xviii).

Politics of doxa

What interests me theoretically is the politics of doxa in the context of the modern

nation-state. Inspired by postcolonial scholarship, in particular the work of Talal Asad

and others who continued his critical approach to the impact of liberal secularism on

modern politics of religion, I recognize that the public meaning of religion changed dras-

tically with the rise of the modern nation-state (Asad, 1993, 2003). The secularism inher-

ent to the modern project curtailed the political and public roles of religion and in this

way rendered the question of religion a political one. Religion became subordinated and

defined by national secular constitutions and knowledge regimes. At the same time, par-

ticular religious traditions have maintained privileged positions in many nation-states,

which retained certain biases with regard to the religio-cultural traditions that were part

of their formation.2 Many secular states grant traditionally established religions certain

privileges. Even in radically disestablished and institutionally secular states, such as, for
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example, the USA, the semantics of public discourse has retained religious biases,

through which hierarchies between different religious traditions are reified.3

Historically and semantically Turkish politics of doxa have to be analysed against the

backdrop of Ottoman and Turkish experiences with the ambivalences of modernity.

Deep socio-economic, cultural and political transformations changed Ottoman society

tremendously in its last century and brought to the fore powerful ideas of nationalism,

citizenship and finally secularism, which would change the ways in which ethnic and

religious communities were perceived by the state, and perceived each other. This is

reflected in the politics of doxa as they emerged in the Turkish Republic, discussed in

the following through the Alevi case.

The question ‘Why Are We ‘‘Heterodox’’?’, asked by an Alevi student during a semi-

nar on Alevism at the Alevi Center of Şahkulu Sultan in Istanbul, offers a good vantage

point for a discussion of Turkish politics of doxa (Markussen, 2012: 147). First, it shows

that the adjective heterodox has entered vernacular Turkish discourse and is conveni-

ently applied to the Alevis. Second, it reflects a genuine wonder: Why are we Alevis het-

erodox?, in the sense of what is it that renders us heterodox? Most importantly for our

context, even if here not necessarily meant that way, it indicates that the struggle over

orthodoxy is related to power, challenging in this way the established knowledge that

conveniently ascribes heterodoxy to the Alevis.

Obviously, the heterodoxification of the Alevis has a history. Already since the late

Ottoman Empire the Alevis were, at that time, still known as Kızılbaş, subjected to

nationalism-inspired politics of doxa. In the 1890s, the Ottomans for the first time engaged

in active proselytization among them. Programs to educate Kızılbaş imams were started,

Sunni- Muslim catechisms distributed, schools and mosques built in Kızılbaş villages, and

imams sent to teach among them (Deringil, 1998: 82). The reign of Sultan Abdülhamid II

is known for the strategy of using religion as an element to foster solidarity and communal

identity among the Ottoman Muslims in order to bind them closer to the state. The new and

more proactive Ottoman policy towards the Kızılbashes under Abdülhamid constituted an

important step in their gradual discursive integration into the abode of Islam. Until then,

the question of the Kızılbashes’ difference had been a matter of apologetic Islamic dis-

course and they were often considered infidels, that is, outside the Islamic faith. Although

they began in the last decades of the Ottoman period to be considered Muslims in principle,

their Islam continued to be regarded with suspicion, and considered in need of reform. The

political disciplining of the Kızılbaş-Alevis in terms of religion would in the 1920s find

expression in a scholarly discourse on Alevi heterodoxy, characterizing them as ‘Muslims,

but’ (see Dressler, 2013).

From the Kemalist perspective, the domestication of Alevism provided a rhetoric that

allowed for the Alevis’ integration into a nation that was conceived of as explicitly Turk-

ish and implicitly Sunni-Muslim. Until today, the justification for the state’s refusal to

accept the Alevis’ religious traditions on equal footing with those of Sunni Islam ulti-

mately draws on normative Islamic arguments – arguments that are often claimed to

be objective and scientific. The position of the former president of the Directorate for

Religious Affairs (an office that combines secular and Islamic authority as guardian

of public Islamic activities in Turkey), Ali Bardakoğlu, on the question of Alevi differ-

ence, is emblematic for that stance.4 Presenting Alevi differences within a framework of
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historicity (Alevi ‘particularities’ constituting later ‘additions’ to ‘historical’ and ‘orig-

inal’ Islam), he effectively translates a normative theological argument (namely that the

Alevis depart from the mainstream interpretation of Sunni Islam) into a secular argu-

ment. I argue that this translation constitutes a critical moment in the plausibility struc-

ture of secular discourses on ‘heterodoxy’. Bardakoğlu in this way contributes to the

secularization of Islamic knowledge that renders the Alevis, marked in the traditional

apologetic discourse of Islam as heretics, bearers of a distinct ‘traditional culture’, the

practices and beliefs of which are understood to be outside of ‘the common share’ of

Islam.

Although Bardakoğlu himself does not use the term heterodoxy, his distinction

between ‘the common share of Islam’ and ‘traditional cultures’ runs parallel to the dif-

ferentiation between orthodoxy and heterodoxy that has since the 1920s been introduced

to Turkish scholarly discourse on inner-Islamic difference. Scholars close to the nation-

alist project such as the renowned historian and later politician Mehmed Fuad Köprülü

(1890–1966) now began to explain the Alevis’ religious difference, which had tradition-

ally been described through apologetic concepts from the Islamic tradition, in terms of

heterodoxy (see Dressler, 2013). While the terms orthodoxy and heterodoxy are mostly

used in academic discourse, they also found their way into non-academic language, and

are occasionally even used by Alevis in their self-representation.

I have elsewhere criticized the implicit claim that the differentiation between ortho-

dox and heterodox traditions of Islam could be historical and objective, and therefore

bring a qualitative difference compared with pejorative terms from the apologetic tradi-

tion of Islam (Dressler, 2013: 221–7). Traditional concepts of Islamic apologetics

expressed various aspects of alleged Alevi deviance. What the concept of heterodoxy

in its application to the Alevis primarily did, was to merge the plurality of such pejorative

ascriptions to Kızılbaş-Alevi communities in one term without doing away with their neg-

ative connotations. In this way the term contributed to the homogenization of Alevi differ-

ence, creating a singular Alevi subject that could be neatly otherized from Sunni Islam.

Secularism, heterodoxy and the minority question

The homogenization of Alevi difference vis-à-vis Sunni Islam, represented in the ascrip-

tion of heterodoxy, is intrinsically connected with the project of Turkish secularism.

While Turkish secularism was not able to annihilate Alevi difference, it had to explain

it within a secular framework – and this is exactly what the concept of heterodoxy

accomplished. Through the concept of heterodoxy Alevism was integrated into the abode

of Islam, even if positioned at its edge. This was sufficient to situate the Alevis within the

nation. It prevented them from becoming a ‘minority’ – in the political discourse of

Turkey a term that is reserved for the non-Muslims, who are as minorities understood

to be outside of the national body (Dressler, 2014). The way in which the semantics

of Turkish nationalist discourse forecloses the minority status to the Alevis while their

allegedly in principle Muslim character is at the same time framed as heterodox exem-

plifies the ambivalences generated in the course of this homogenizing politics.

The republican Turkish state’s ambivalence towards the Alevis is reflected in its

wavering between inclusion of the Alevis into the fold of the nation on the one hand, and
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the non-recognition of them, assimilation, or outright discrimination against them on the

other. The public debate about the Alevis’ minority status, situated within the semantics

of the Turkish nationalist discourse, shows this clearly. Since this discourse identifies the

non-Muslims (in particular, Greeks and Armenians) as the historical enemies that sabo-

taged Turkish sovereignty in the last years of the Ottoman Empire, it does not allow for

awarding the Alevis a special status based on religious difference. A minority status, as

connoted in Turkish discourse, would, first, cast further doubt on the Alevis’ relation to

Islam, and, second, question their loyalty to the Turkish nation. In other words, non-

recognition of their difference has been the price the Alevis had to pay for being a legit-

imate part of the Turkish nation. Therefore it makes more sense for them, at least within

the current grammar of Turkish nationalism, to pursue recognition of their cultural,

social and religious character without relying on the term minority. It is therefore not

surprising that in their endeavour to articulate the specific character of Alevism they tend

to employ terms positively connoted within the Islamocentric theologico-political dis-

course of Turkey, such as mezhep (Islamic subgroup), tasavvuf (Sufism), or less specific

terms such as ‘Anatolian worldview’, or ‘Anatolian philosophy’.

As I have argued elsewhere, the current precarious position of the Alevis within the

Turkish religio-political discourse

. . . is not in any way a natural reflection of the Alevi . . . traditions themselves. Rather, it is

a product of approaching them simultaneously through the lenses of a nationalist discourse

and a religionist discourse in the tradition of both Islamic apologetics and Islamic modern-

ism. On the one side, the nationalist discourse romanticizes the Alevis’ . . . cultural and reli-

gious difference and emphasizes their role as carriers of remnants of ancient Turkish culture

and religion. It situates them within a framework of national Turkish history akin to the

rhetoric of national unity and sameness. On the other side, the Islamic discourse wants to

annihilate or at least minimize this difference, since it perceives it as a challenge to essen-

tialist and homogenizing notions of Islamic unity. The power of both of these discourses is

still unbroken, and they continue until today to dominate public debate on the ‘Alevi ques-

tion’ in Turkey. (Dressler, 2013: 269)

To conclude, the Turkish politics of doxa that otherizes the Alevis as heterodox, and

ascribes orthodoxy to a domesticated version of Sunni Islam, has roots in an essentialist

perspective on inner-Islamic difference that juxtaposes orthodox Sunnism and its hetero-

dox others. This perspective draws its strength and persuasiveness from the fact that it is

endorsed both by hegemonic political (secularist and nationalist) and also by scholarly

discourses. Critical scholarship needs to deconstruct the work of this symbiosis of pol-

itics and scholarship in the explanation and reification of Turkish politics of doxa. This

can be achieved by analysis of the dynamics through which orthodoxies are formulated,

and heterodoxies ascribed to, in the context of specific theologico-political power

relations.
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Notes

1. This article summarizes and continues a discussion that I began in Dressler, 2013.

2. Cf. the work of Andrew Smith; e.g. Smith, 2008, 2009.

3. See, for example, Johnson, 2011.

4. I draw here on an extensive interview with Bardakoğlu on the Alevi question (Gültekin and

Işık, 2005). For a more detailed discussion of Bardakoğlu’s justification of the DRA’s position

on the Alevis, typical of the state’s approach to the Alevi question until today, see Dressler,

2011: 191–3; cf. Hurd, 2014.
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